Olimpici Közhasznú Alapítvány
7621 Pécs, Rákóczi út 39/D.
11731001-20130477
olimpicigp@gmail.com

TOURNAMENT DEATILS
The Békessy Béla fencing club and the Olimpici
PUF commissioned by the Hungarian Fencing
Federation organize:

Fülöp Gyula Memorial Competition
OLIMPICI Grand Prix
We sincerely invite your fencers, fencing club coaches as well the dear parents to an individual competition
for women’ and men’ epee competition for:

MINIS–KIDS–NOVICES–ADOLESCENTS

Location:

Bocskai István Két Tanítási Nyelvű Általános Iskola
Sportcsarnoka
Address: 4242 Szilágyi Dániel u. 2–4., Hajdúhadház Hugary

The categories:
Minis* age group
Kids age group
Novices age group
Adolescents age group

born or born after 01.01.2011.
born between 01.01.2009. – 31.12.2010.
born between 01.01.2008. – 31.12.2010.
born between 01.01.2007. – 31.12.2010.

*Just like for the other age groups, the Minis age group as well have to fulfil the following OBLIGATED
requirements: passport or any identifying document AND online application!
The minis are not allowed to compete in other age groups! (The other age groups are allowed to compete in upward
age groups.)
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The Timetable of the competition:
Friday, 12. November 2021.
Saturday, 13. November 2021.
Sunday, 14. November 2021.

Kids men
Novices men
Opening
Adolescents men
Adolescents women

10.00
09.00
13.00
09.00
12.00

Kids women
Minis men
Novices women
Minis women

14.00
11.00
14.00
11.00

Entry fee: 2500 Ft/person by category
Entry deadline: Thursday 12 am, 11. November 2021.
The basic requirements for applying for the competition:
Only participants who have previously registered online (Hungarian Fencing Federation
system) for the event, will be accepted for the on-site registration (at the competition)!!!!
Online registration: Hungarian Fencing Federation system --->Details: www.hunfencing.hu
As of the 2019/2020 season, foreign club competitors will be required to register online in the MVSZ
information system, either by association or federation, at http://www.nevezes.hunfencing.hu.
For access request: you can apply for registration at registration@hunfencing.com per federation, or
at most per clubs - maximum one that can be used for any future event!
MVS, will use the information provided during the registration solely for the purpose of registration and will under no
circumstances be assigned to a third party.

Applying online is not enough! Registration at the competition site requires a passport or any
identifying document.
The on-site application must be started one hour before the competition. Entries will be closed 30
minutes before the start of the event! Please submit your entries by collecting them per fencing
club!
COVID regulations: EU Digital COVID Certificates are accepted.
As a coach, spectator, or experiment at a sporting event, a person protected against the
coronavirus (protected certificate or presentation of a 72-hour negative PCR test or a 48-hour
Antigen test) and an eighteenth lifestyle under his or her supervision cannot be set. The
organizer of a sporting event or cultural event and the operator or manager of the venue of a
sporting event or cultural event, or an employee of the organizer, operator or manager, shall
refuse entry and request entry to a spectator who is protected against the coronavirus. . or does
not prove his age in the manner specified in this Regulation.
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General Covid 19 safety rules:
The safety distance (1.5 meters) must be observed! It is mandatory to wear a medical mask
indoors for all persons present at the venue except behind the competitors in the post during
the match.
The organizer of the competition may make a stricter provision for the mandatory wearing of
a mask. If a competitor / coach violates the rules for wearing the mask, the competitor and the
association may be penalized with a penalty or even disqualification, and will leave the
competition situations with the irregular violators.
Organisation on the competition date:
According to the general rules of the Hungarian Fencing Association, the Olimpici GP has its own
competition system. DT can change the running depending on the number of starters right before
the start of the competition!
Minis competition
Two poule rounds without elimination (4 touch, 1x 3
minutes, Groups 6-7)
Ranking by the results of the 2 poule rounds
(10 touch, 2 × 3 minutes); first 32 fencers (table of 32)
by the ranking of the two poule rounds
(4 touch 1 × 3 mins, groups of 3/4/5) from the 33rd
fencer playoff poules.
Novices competition
One poule round without elimination, ranking by the
poule round direct elimination table (15 touch 3×3
minutes).

Kids competition
One poule round, ranking by the poule round direct
elimination table of 128 (10 touch 2×3 perc); from the
129 place fencers are eliminated.

Adolescents competition
One poule round, ranking by the poule round, 20%
will be eliminated by the poule ranking; direct
elimantion table (15 touch, 3×3 perc).

Equipment, safety
- The equipment of the competitors must comply with the safety regulations of the Hungarian
Fencing Federation!
MUST wear at least 800 NW plastron, 350 NW fencing jacket, 350 NW mask for all ages.
- We are holding a HEADSET authentication before the competition starts! Fencing clubs pay
great attention to the most important protective equipment: have the mask checked by a
specialist! Fencing clubs should bring a spare mask to replace their equipment if a mask is seriously
damaged! FIE Rule: "If the mask is not in accordance with regulations, it shall be destroyed by the
inspector in the presence of the fencer and / or team captain concerned."
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- Frightening patterns, individual paintwork, so basically every possible patterns, artworks are NOT
ALLOWED on masks! THE EXCEPTION IS THE NATIONAL FALG WHICH IS OF COURSE ALLOWED ON
MASKS! THE OLD AND NEW SAFETY MASK FASTENING SYSTEM IS AUTHORIZED ON THE OLIMPICI
GRAND PRIX COMPETITION SERIES!
- Mini racers can only fight with a mini guard and a weapon fitted with a zero-size blade!
- Only competitors and referees and coaches are allowed to stay in the arena near the pists!
Parents and companions are asked to take note of this in the interest of the competitors and to
follow the competition from the stands.
- The presence of a doctor is ensured by the Olimpici organizer team.
- The organizer is not responsible for any items or equipment left in the locker room or left in the
hall!
Prizing
The top eight places in each event will receive a medal. In addition, special prizes can be expected
according to the Olimpici remuneration system!
Referees
- Matches from the Kids, Novices, Adolescents age groups, from table of 16 will be exclusively
judged by referees posted by the Hungarian Fencing Federation
- As of the 2015/16 season, foreign clubs will be required to provide one referee per nation if four
or more: 4-8 fencers are nominated per age group. Two certificated judges if there are 9 or more
fencers in one age group. This is by no means by clubs, but by Nations. Foreign clubs are required
to inform the organizing association in advance whether they will provide a referee who can be
replaced by a fee of 50 EUR per referee paid to the organizing association.
- All referees must undergo mandatory training before the start of the race day!

During the competition PBT Hungary Ltd. sells fencing equipment on site.
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Lunch offer
During the competition, you can have lunch in the cuisine of the Bocskai István Bilingual
Primary School during each of the three competition days: a two-course daily menu.
Accommodation offer:
Debrecen
https://www.debrecen.hu/hu/turista/tervezze-meg-latogatasat/
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